No.1-3(misc)/2012-Pers-II

To

The Heads of All Telecom Territorial Circles/Metro Districts/Maintenance Regions/Projects/Task Force/Data Network/NCES/ALTTC/BRBRAITT/QA/T&D/Telecom Stores/ITPC

SUB: Volunteers for posting in BSNL CO in the grade of SDEs(T) – calling for option regarding.

Sir,

I am directed to refer to the subject noted above and say that applications from SDEs (T) working in various circles/projects/regions etc. are called for posting in BSNL Corporate Office, New Delhi. The volunteers must have thorough knowledge of computers. They may furnish their willingness in the enclosed prescribed form ‘A’ as early as possible through proper channel. Volunteers are advised to also send advance copies of their applications at e-mail address agmpers2@gmail.com so that the requests may be processed quickly. Officers already under transfer to tenure stations/other circles are not eligible for the said assignments. The transfers will be at ‘own cost’ and condition of relieving the selected candidates within a fortnight from the date of the order shall be binding on the circles from where the transfer requests of the volunteers are accepted by the Competent Authority. The officers, whose names, appear in OD/Agreed list or are facing vigilance/disciplinary case need not apply.

( V.K.SINHA)
Asstt. General Manager (Pers.II)
Tel No. 23037191
ANNEXURE 'A'

Name of Circle /Project/Region:

1. Name of the SDE (Telecom):
2. Designation:
3. HR No.:
4. Date of Birth:
5. Qualification:
6. Specialization:
7. Date of regular promotion/appointment to the grade of JTO:
8. Date of regular promotion/appointment to the grade of SDE:
9. Date of joining in the present Circle: a. as JTO: b. as SDE:
10. Work Experience:
11. Contact No.:
12. Any other relevant details:

Dated: (Signature)